Notes from Bike/Hike Meeting
September 18, 2012
Present: Lynn Goldman, Chairman, Elsie White, Marilyn Jacobson, Bruce Taylor, Amy Mazzanti, Tom Kelso,
Dick Patterson, Steve White, Judy Hendrixson, Mary Pat Holewinsk, Chris Stanford and Stephanie Mason.

Parkway Dedication Follow Up
Everyone agreed that the event was a bit success and was very pleased with the overall event. Everyone
especially liked maps, they thought those were great.
Neshaminy Greenway DVRPC Grant Update
Mr. Stanford, Baker Engineering indicated that he submitted wetland information and is waiting for the blessing
from the Army Corp of Engineers. Preliminary cost estimates are a about $400,000 to build most of the path
based on PennDots numbers but the Township is looking to get some information from Moyer, a contractor,
under bid on some unit pricing as well. Some area pipes may be able to make some adjustments, it was
suggested that the next phase for DVRPC funding is provided a subcommittee get together and discuss.
Destination Peace Valley Update
We are still waiting to hear from the County.
Burke Circle Follow Up
Ms. Hendrixson indicated that she saw a lot of people coming over the hill and it certainly creating a problem at
that location. There was some discussion about going through the open space, maybe holding off, thinking
about the connection via Upper State to the other side of the Neshaminy, that may be better. It was suggested to
send a letter to the residents to keep them up to date.
Annual Tour
We can look at Burke Circle on the tour. It was suggested to set the tour for Wednesday, October 17, 2012 at
3:00pm.
Trail Rededication
Is scheduled for October 19, 2012 at 2:00pm. There was some discussion about the design of a silhouette for
Corrine but Ms. Hendirxson is trying to work with the Middle Bucks Institute of Technology to set something
up.
Pebble Hill Road Resurfacing
Ms. Goldman indicated the she had heard that repaving to the road was going to take place and that we should
check with PennDot, if that is the case, perhaps we could get them to include some widening for Bike Trails and
sharrows, etc. It was suggested that we contact PennDot.
Being no further business the meeting adjourned, the next meeting is scheduled for October 16th.

